The Economy of the People
Viitasphere is the economy of the future, where everyday patrons, rather
than a central power, control the economy. It will be a peer-to-peer mobile app
which allows its community of users to search for and provide local services and
goods. There will be three distinct user bases. The Viita Patron, the Viita Operative,
and the Viita Merchant. Viitasphere grants its Patrons the ability to search locally for
an independent contractor (Operative), or Merchant (someone who sells goods) to
perform a task that they need completed or to purchase a product. The Patron and
the Operative or Merchant will be able to quickly and easily connect via our
platform. Whether you need a photographer, auto-mechanic, ride to work, home
cooked meal, website developer, jewelry or makeup box, or a myriad of other
scenarios or products, it can all be found on Viitasphere.
Working for oneself and experiencing financial freedom has never been
easier. Viitasphere will effectively make every person who wishes a business owner.
Whether the member wishes to offer goods for sale or operate their business
providing services, Viitasphere will give them the best place to do both. Viitasphere
will allow everyone using it to get the best price for provided goods and services
without having to pay a middleman or mediator (like on other platforms such as
Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, eBay, Postmates, Etsy, etc). This will afford people the
opportunity to save countless amounts of money; Every penny paid for a product
or service will go directly to the person providing it. None of that money will go to
Viitasphere, as it is solely the platform that connects its users. This will make it
possible for both parties to benefit in a true peer to peer economy. As a result,
Viitasphere will become the world's first true Self-Regulating Economy.

How it Works
When setting up a Viitasphere profile you can choose to do so as a Patron
only, or also as an Operative and/or Merchant. The Patron can search for local
services or various goods, viewing a list of individual profiles of Operatives or
Merchants offering the required service or good. Profiles will feature a picture of
the Operative or Merchant and their work/product, a means of contact, a resume,
the user’s internal Viitasphere score (Viitasphere Community Standing), and a price
quote. This will make searching for the most qualified worker, best product, or
most affordable price, substantially easier and far quicker.
Each member will automatically be given a Patron account. Once they have
completed the quick set up they will be ready to interact with other members and
make purchases for goods and services. If a member wishes to add an Operative or
Merchant page to their profile they can do so at any time. Adding an Operative
page will enable the user to provide services that other Patrons can request. These
services may include a ride to the airport, a home cooked meal, fixing a broken
sink, wedding photography, etc. Adding a Merchant page to a profile will enable the
user to sell products to Patrons. These goods may include jewelry, musical
instruments, electronics, clothing, etc. Viitasphere will be able to connect all of its
members in such a way that it will establish itself as its own communal economy.

Introducing VIITA Coin
Viitasphere will be offering its own coin available for transactions. VIITA Coin
is the native currency of Viitasphere and will be instrumental in our pursuit of
achieving mainstream adoption by means of its simplicity and real world
implementation. Community members will be able to exchange for VIITA Coin on
the platform using fiat, BTC, ETH, EOS, or TLOS and have it transferred to their
account. From there they can send VIITA to friends and family as a gift or pay for
services or goods. Using VIITA will enable members to enjoy free and instantaneous
transactions. The ambitious goal of Viitasphere is for our coin to ultimately become
the world’s currency and for the platform to become a global market. We aim to
gain mass adoption throughout the world and will undertake a vigorous marketing
campaign to bring this goal to fruition. We want to position VIITA Coin as the first
universally used international currency.

Innovative Rating System
Most platforms continue to use antiquated and easily manipulated review
systems. A crucial and innovative aspect of Viitasphere is the comprehensive
Rating system our community of users will be governing. Every Viitasphere
community member will have a visible score or rating, called a Viitasphere
Community Standing, on their respective profile pages. This score will be given to
them based on their interactions within the Viitasphere community and will be
amended after each transaction for accuracy.
These scores will be determined by a number of important factors, making it
a more accurate and honest representation of the user as opposed to a general
review system. The Viitasphere Community Standing score will be calculated by an
accumulation of points given from Patron, Operative, and Merchant reviews
received. After each transaction the Patron will rate the Operative or Merchant and
they in turn will rate the Patron. Each rating will give the member a score, which will
factor into their Viitasphere Community Standing. Our rating system will give our
community members as much information as possible to ensure that they are able
to make a secure and educated decision on who to work with.

The New Economy
Viitasphere will soon be looked at as one of the leaders and future
champions of the entire blockchain. People will put their trust in a platform that has
real value and offers a solution to a real need. Our platform will pave the way for
not only our own success, but also the success and prosperity of all of its members.
It is going to completely reshape how we think about and navigate in the world of
commerce. The world and its billions of inhabitants are ready for a change.
Viitasphere will lead the charge and spearhead the coming changes!
Are you ready?

